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Details of Visit:

Author: cheekychops
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 14 Feb 2010 14.30
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Prime Escort
Website: http://www.prime-escort.co.uk
Phone: 07040900521

The Premises:

Tiny bedroom literally just big enough for a double bed. En suite shower but no other space.
Cramped and very ordinary.

The Lady:

Photos on website are stunning. It is the same girl but I wasnt at all sure at first. Not half as nice in
reality as in the pictures and looking a touch plumper. She had worn stockings and heels as
requested but otherwise no effort at all to be sexy. No make up and wearing dull clothes. Make up
obviously transforms her as in the photos. On the plus side she is not unpretty and she is young
and that youthful look is appealing and she has a stunning pair of young breasts. Very limited
English; not possible to get a converstion going or make requests very easily.

The Story:

Big disapointment! Firstly that she wasnt as nice as the photos but more than that it was an uphill
struggle all the way. She made almost no effort at all. Valentines day so I took her a nice present
cos Im like that. Virtually no reaction to it and no thank you so that was a bad sign.

In bed a tiny bit of massage and fairly reluctant and poor OWO, kept stopping. Had to push hard to
get her to do anything. Almost no spark of life in this girl. Im quite charming and managed to get a
smile or two out of her but what an effort. Bit of cuddling and closed kissing was pleasant and ok;
breasts a turn on; French kissing not on. Eventually agreed and went ahead with CIM which I had
confirmed as a service prior. She obviously didnt want to do it as was instantly off the bed spitting
and retching.

Then she disappeared for a few minutes, came back suggesting to have a shower and by
implication leave even though there was 15 min of the hour left. Phlipping heck, how does she stay
in business! I guess its the photos on the website. I felt short changed but if you just want someone
to lie there while you screw them she would be fine.

This girl is young, doesnt speak the lingo and is apparently fairly new to London so Ive made
allowances for what was a pretty rubbish punt. I could recommend her if you like young
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inexperienced girls but her expertise is low and she gives quite poor service in my view and doesnt
like the job. If anybody in her agency can speak to the girl she should wake up a bit. She has to be
proactive, take an interest in the job, get the English going and be active in giving her customers a
nice time. Or else try another job. 
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